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CHERNOBYL STORIES AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL
SHOCK IN HUNGARY

KRISTA M. HARPER
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

The Budapest Chernobyl Day commemoration generated a creative outpouring of stories about
parental responsibilities, scientific knowledge, environmental risks, and public participation. I
examine the stories and performances elicited by the tenth anniversary of the Chernobyl nu-
clear disaster in April 1996. In these ‘‘Chernobyl stories’’ activists criticized scientific and
state paternalism while engaging in alternative practices of citizenship. The decade between
the catastrophic explosion and its commemoration coincides with the development of the Hun-
garian environmental movement and the transformation from state socialism. Chernobyl Day
1996 consequently became an opportunity for activists to reflect upon how the meaning of citi-
zenship and public participation had changed in those years as well. First, the Chernobyl ex-
plosion drew into question the authority of scientific expertise and Cold War notions of tech-
nological progress, provoking the ‘‘politicization of knowing’’ for many activists. Second,
personal memories of the 1986 disaster reflect how Chernobyl presented everyday life dilem-
mas that caused many parents and professionals to see themselves as citizens and environmen-
talists, a process I term the ‘‘politicization of caring.’’ I analyze the political implications of
framing the environment as lifeworld, drawing from sociologist Ulrich Beck’s concept of ‘‘an-
thropological shock.’’ [environmentalism, civil society, science/technology, postsocialism,
Hungary]

In April 1996 I joined Hungarian activists in com- mental risks, and public participation. In the follow-
memorating in the tenth anniversary of the ing pages I examine the stories and performances
Chernobyl nuclear power plant explosion. I had elicited by the tenth anniversary of the Chernobyl
been in the field for eight months, and I recognized nuclear disaster in April 1996. The decade between
many familiar faces among the environmentalist and the catastrophic explosion and its commemoration
other activists present. But the sight of one figure in coincides with the development of the Hungarian
the milling crowd on Vörösmarty Square gave me a environmental movement and the transformation
jolt. Dressed all in black rags, a tall person—I could from state socialism. Chernobyl Day 1996 conse-
not tell if it was a man or a woman—pushed a quently became an opportunity for activists to reflect
black baby carriage. A shocking, scarred mask ob- upon how the meaning of citizenship and public
scured the person’s face. Instead of being shaded by participation had changed in those years as well.
a parasol, the carriage was overshadowed by a paper Hungary borders the Ukraine, and is about 800
maché mushroom cloud. Inside the carriage lay a miles away from Chernobyl. The cloud of radiation
mutilated baby doll. The figure stood silently from the explosion was swept northwest by wind
throughout the afternoon, wheeling the pram in a currents and rained down most heavily in northern
small circle near the exit of the subway. Europe. While the level of radioactive precipitation

I hurried across the square to rehearse for in Hungary did not compare with those heavily af-
Chernobyl Day street theatre performances with my fected regions, radiation in the weeks following the
friends from the ELTE Klub, a university environ- explosion was significantly higher than usual. More
mental group. None of my friends knew the true significantly, the ‘‘cultural fallout’’ of the explosion,
identity of the ‘‘nuclear parent,’’ and by the time we as played out in people’s everyday lives, practices,
were through with two rounds of performances, the and beliefs, had far-reaching effects (Stephens
figure with the baby carriage had disappeared from 1995).
the square as quietly as it had come. The continuously unfolding nature of radioac-

The Budapest Chernobyl Day commemoration tive disaster requires analytic approaches to culture
generated a creative outpouring of stories about pa- that highlight the transformation of meanings and
rental responsibilities, scientific knowledge, environ- practices over time. Anthropologist Sharon Stephens

114
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CHERNOBYL STORIES 115

studied the emergent cultural meanings Chernobyl how they came to be environmentalists. So many of
among the Sami people of Norway (Stephens 1995). them recounted personal memories of the 1986
In Norway, nuclear fallout from the explosion rained Chernobyl catastrophe as a turning point that I be-
down over regions populated by Sami herders, con- gan to refer to these narratives generically as
taminating lichen upon which their reindeer feed. ‘‘Chernobyl stories’’ in my fieldnotes. For many
The Norwegian government banned the sale of rein- Hungarian activists born in the 1950s, the Chernobyl
deer meat for several years. Chernobyl not only af- explosion was a moment when their previous beliefs
fected the Sami’s economic activities and residence about science, technology, and citizenship were
patterns, it also changed their perception of the land- transformed. Chernobyl Day 1996, the tenth anniver-
scape, their eating habits, and many other cultural sary commemoration of the disaster, fostered differ-
practices symbolically marking them as an ethnic ent types of Chernobyl stories, as young environ-
group. Stephens’ concept of ‘‘cultural fallout’’ reso- mentalists planned street theatre performances
nates with Victor Turner’s description of culture as a dramatizing an event and its implications for the
complex, somewhat accidental, palimpsest of mean- contemporary environment. Drawing from environ-
ing: ‘‘ . . . the culture of any society, at any mo- mentalists’ memories of Chernobyl and the perform-
ment is more like the debris, or ‘fall-out,’ of past ances of Chernobyl Day 1996, I explore how Hun-
ideological systems, than it is itself a system, a co- garian activists present technological risks as spilling
herent whole’’ (Turner 1974: 14). over the confines of scientific expertise into family

and professional life, thus opening up issues of pub-Adriana Petryna, in her ethnographic work on
lic participation.Ukrainian social worlds after Chernobyl, discusses

how the disaster permeates both personal lives and
post-Soviet political culture (Petryna 1995). In Pe- Parents’ Stories of Chernobyl 1986
tryna’s account of Ukrainian reactions to the disas-
ter, the politics of life after Chernobyl have led to a

Although Chernobyl has become an international
cultural focus on injury and state compensation—a

symbol of environmental crisis and the limits of
political culture where victimhood provides a per-

technological progress, it left a particularly strong
suasive logic for citizenship. Hungarians’ experience

impression on Hungarians who had young childrenof Chernobyl was characterized less by acute injury
at the time of the explosion. Olga Fodor, an elemen-and more by dislocating experiences of uncertainty.
tary schoolteacher turned activist, described

The 1986 Chernobyl explosion hurled plumes
Chernobyl as a key event in her environmental

of radioactive fallout across national boundaries,
awakening. She was three months pregnant at the

from the Ukraine to northern England and beyond.
time of the explosion. Although the official broad-

The transnational scope of the catastrophe resonated
casts claimed that the level of radiation was low,

with a growing environmental discourse on global
state health officials advised pregnant women not to

interdependence (Sachs 1992). Anthropologist Eeva
venture outdoors or eat fresh fruits and vegetables

Bergland, in her ethnography of German environ-
for several weeks.

mentalists, observes that many activists traced their
‘‘I spent most of May and June inside myenvironmental politicization to the Chernobyl disas-

apartment,’’ Olga recalled. She ate very carefully forter (Berglund 1998). In the years since 1986
the rest of her pregnancy, worrying constantly aboutChernobyl has become a key symbol of the global
the effects of the fallout. Faced with so many ques-environmental movement, a cautionary tale about
tions about the safety of her normal activities andtechnological hubris, state secrecy, and environmen-
eating habits, Olga did not know whether to trusttal risk. In the following pages I trace the cultural
the advice of the public health bureaucracy. When‘‘half-life’’ of Chernobyl in Hungary, showing how
her son was born, he was healthy but he had strangelong-lasting impressions of the catastrophe have
marks on his skin. Olga asked her son’s pediatricianchanged the meanings of personal and political life
whether the marks could have been caused byfor environmental activists.
Chernobyl’s fallout. The doctor said that they were
probably just birthmarks, but it was possible that

Telling Chernobyl Stories Chernobyl could have caused the discolorations. In
years since the catastrophe, Olga has met many

While conducting fieldwork in Hungary in 1995 and other mothers who believe Chernobyl may have af-
1996, I often asked activists to tell me the story of fected their children’s health and who share her
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116 ANTHROPOLOGICAL QUARTERLY

worries about the potential, hidden effects of the in- about environmental issues. At his job in the city
beautification division of the officially sponsoredvisible radiation.
Patriotic People’s Front, Gyuri’s attention focusedAfter her son’s birth Olga spent over a year
more and more on the environmental aspects of cityreading up on environmental issues while on GYES
and regional planning. In the late 1980s the Patriotic(Gyermekgondozási Segély), Hungary’s long, state-
People’s Front was a hotspot for institutional reformsubsidized maternity leave. ‘‘When I was on
from within. It played an important role in the trans-GYES,’’ she explained, ‘‘I was free of my job re-
formation from state socialism by encouraging thesponsibilities and had more time to become politi-
creation of community organizations that later be-cally active.’’ When Olga went back to her job as a
came non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Inteacher, she tried to integrate environmental issues
1989 Gyuri and others brought together many ofinto the curriculum.
Heves County’s small environmental groups, found-Now that her son is in school, Olga spends
ing the organization Életfa (‘‘Tree of Life’’).much of her spare time organizing neighborhood ac-

These stories about Chernobyl present environ-tions and participating in national and international
mental concern as part of parental responsibilitiescampaigns. She organized an Earth Day celebration
and, to a lesser extent, career trajectories. Gyuri andin the seventeenth district, the modest but pleasant
Olga trace the origins of their environmental activ-suburb on the eastern edge of Budapest where she
ism to the realization that the state’s scientific bu-lives and works. In a campaign against a nearby
reaucracies were incapable of protecting their chil-hazardous waste dump Olga has harnessed the sup-
dren from the effects of technological catastrophe. Ifport of local parents and pediatricians. Through her
the ministry of public health gives ambiguous ad-local activism she has earned the nickname, ‘‘Green
vice, if the news programs’ reassurances leave oneOlga,’’ from her students and neighbors. Olga has
with more questions than answers, what is a parentworked on organizing the national Green Alternative
to do? Both Gyuri and Olga responded to their feel-political party. She has also ventured into interna-
ings of uncertainty by reading about environmentaltional-level activities, participating in a vigil against
issues, and they became less trusting of the state bu-French nuclear testing in the South Pacific and col-
reaucracy’s scientific experts. Learning about sci-lecting signatures against the refurbishment and ex-
ence, the environment, and technology became apansion of nuclear power facilities in East-Central
part of their parental responsibilities and a task they

Europe. When I asked Olga why she engaged in so
integrated into their professional lives.

many different types of activism, she replied, ‘‘Pro-
testing isn’t just spontaneous, it’s a habit (szokás)—

A Scientist’s Awakening to Environmental Risksyou have to develop it.’’ Her experience of the
Chernobyl catastrophe prodded her to develop the
‘‘habit’’ of activism. The next story foregrounds issues of professional re-

An environmentalist from northern Hungary, sponsibility after Chernobyl. In 1986 Klára Hoffman
Gyuri Farkas, remembered the night he learned was working as a a biologist in the Radiobiology In-
about the Chernobyl explosion on the evening news. stitute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in
Hearing the news report on television, Gyuri real- Budapest. That April the nuclear reactor at
ized that he and his family had been working on Chernobyl in the Ukraine exploded, spewing out
their garden plot all weekend. While planting spring clouds of radiation that traveled west over Europe.
vegetables, they were exposed to fallout in the top- As she and her colleagues conducted their usual ex-
soil. Gyuri’s young children had been outdoors as periments in the clean rooms of the Radiobiology
well, playing in the dirt. Celebrating the arrival of Institute in the days after the disaster, they noticed a
spring, his family had feasted on a salad of fresh, threefold rise in background radiation. Klára and her
tender lettuce. Knowledge of Chernobyl transformed colleagues started testing ordinary things from
Gyuri’s enjoyment of an ordinary spring day into outside the lab. Some vegetables purchased for din-
horror, as he realized his whole family’s vulnerabil- ner registered unusual isotopic particles. ‘‘Some of
ity to imperceptible, radioactive fallout. my colleagues took samples of the dirt on top of

Gyuri told me about this experience while ex- cars parked on the street in downtown Budapest,’’
plaining how he came to a career in environmental Klára told me, ‘‘There was every kind of isotope in
activism. He had always enjoyed taking walks in na- the dust! They told me there was a periodic table,
ture, but Chernobyl prodded him to get informed sitting right on top of those cars!’’
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CHERNOBYL STORIES 117

That evening Klára returned home after work, zation as well. In the years since Chernobyl Klára
her head heavy with the research findings. She and has completely altered her career, moving from biol-
her family watched the news report on television. ogy to the NGO sector to journalism.
Her boss, the director of the radiobiology lab, ap-
peared on the screen, reassuring the Hungarian pub- Commemorating Chernobyl Day 1996
lic that the Chernobyl explosion posed no threat to
them. He said that the level of radiation in Hungary

Today the Hungarian environmental movement in-
was very low, and advised people to avoid eating

cludes not only people who remember Chernobyl as
lettuce and to wash their fruits and vegetables

a threat to their children but those threatened chil-
before eating them. ‘‘Every official person lied

dren as well. On the tenth anniversary of the catas-
about it—my boss too,’’ Klára recalled ten years

trophe several youth-oriented environmental organi-
later, tapping out each word on her kitchen table for

zations designated Vörösmarty Square a ‘‘nuclear-
emphasis.

free zone’’ for a day. Decked out in gas masks,
Klára was shocked and disgusted that her su-

high-school students from the environmental group
pervisor at the Radiobiology Institute had down-

Szalamandra greeted passersby at the entrances to
played the dimensions of the Chernobyl catastrophe

the square. They handed out ‘‘passports’’ to the nu-
and its potential dangers to the Hungarian public. ‘‘I

clear-free zone, which were printed with facts about
did some measurements, and what he reported was

the dangers of nuclear industries. ELTE Klub, a uni-
not the same,’’ she insisted. When she returned to

versity-based environmental group, put on street the-
the labs, she learned that all radiobiology research

atre performances assisted by members of other en-
following the week of the disaster had been desig-

vironmental and human rights organizations.
nated ‘‘classified,’’ and only the heads of the Insti-

Chernobyl Day fell on a weekday, when hundreds
tute had access to the information. She and her col-

of pedestrians passed through the square to the sub-
leagues had no access to their own research results.

way station. A mix of college students, tourists, and
Klára’s experience in the labs that spring radi- commuters stopped to watch speeches and perform-

cally changed her beliefs about knowledge, technol- ances by environmentalists, Irish musicians, and
ogy, and public participation. She described this Hungary’s only all-female punk rock band,
shift as an unfolding process: Tereskova.

One of the street performances portrayed the
Later, as I thought more and more about what had hap-

catastrophe itself. Several students constructed apened, about how many questions I had that went unan-
‘‘control panel’’ out of cardboard and Christmasswered, I wondered whether atomic energy was as good as

they said it was—whether it was any good at all. When- lights. In the performance actors in white lab coats
ever an accident like this occurs, there are hundreds more busily milled around, moving in a pantomime of
waiting to happen. I thought about it more and more, and

technical confidence. Suddenly the lights on thefinally it occurred to me that somehow we needed to start
control panel started blinking erratically. The scien-thinking differently. But at the time I wasn’t an environ-

mentalist, I just thought about these things on my own. tists clustered around the control pan, heatedly argu-
ing about what to do next. One of the Irish musi-
cians beat a drum furiously as the crisis mounted.This shift in Klára’s thinking had repercussions in
Finally, the scientists threw up their hands, unablepolitical and professional terms. Klára sought out
to prevent the disaster. The drumming ended with alike-minded scientists and in 1988 they founded the
loud crack. Actors dressed in black and coveredIndependent Scientific Workers’ Union, a trade
with yellow radiation symbols crept into the controlunion that made freedom of information its primary
room silently. As they lay their black gloved handsgoal. In 1990 she quit her job as a biologist and
on the scientists, the victims fell to the ground infound work at the Regional Environmental Center
slow motion. As the radiation moved out into the(REC), an international foundation funding environ-
square, the masked players touched actors sitting inmental NGOs across East-Central Europe. Leaving a
the audience, who quietly joined the nuclear scien-few years later, Klára has worked as the main pro-
tists lying on the ground.ducer of environmental programming at Magyar Ra-

dio ever since. Activism has become a critical com- In this performance scientists are initially proud
ponent of Klára’s life: she is a founding member of of their remarkable ability to transform the most ba-
Hungary’s only ecofeminist group, Zöld Nök, sic unit of the natural world, the atom. But although
(Green Women) and participates in a peace organi- they have tremendous technological expertise, scien-
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118 ANTHROPOLOGICAL QUARTERLY

problems (1997: 115).tific experts do not completely control technologies
that can destroy the environment. When the ‘‘control

Far from spurring on activism, Ries maintains thatpanel’’ fails, not only the scientists are touched by
the recitation of litanies unintentionally promote andradiation, but also the ‘‘innocent bystanders,’’ the
reinforce political cynicism and despair. Thus, therandom assortment of downtown pedestrians who
moral power claimed through suffering remainshave momentarily paused on the square. The dra-
inert.matic ‘‘die-in’’ at the end of this play demonstrates

The Chernobyl stories told by Hungarian envi-the ‘‘democratic’’ character of technological catas-
ronmentalists resemble litanies in their invocation oftrophe, which slowly, silently affects everyone. This
a community of exposure and potential suffering.street theatre performance implied a call for citizens’
Gyuri’s and Olga’s stories call upon the commonparticipation: if decisions about risky technologies
life experiences of Hungarians born in the 1950saffect everyone, all citizens should have access to
who were parents at the time of the disaster. Olga,the decision-making process.
in particular, has connected with many other
mothers in her parenting cohort, comparing the stateUnderstanding Chernobyl Stories
of their children’s health and searching for telltale
infirmities. In her current campaigns against hazard-

In many respects Hungarian environmentalists’ ous waste dumping Olga continues to draw support
Chernobyl stories resemble the ‘‘litanies of com- from this community of shared anxiety.
plaint’’ described by anthropologist Nancy Ries in Chernobyl stories also share with litanies their
her work on Russian conversation during per- identification with innocent victims and their recog-
estroika. Litanies are a ritualized form of speech in nition of knowledge/ignorance as a power relation-
which the speaker lists a series of worries, griev- ship. Like litanies, Chernobyl stories present inno-
ances, or problems (1997: 84). Ries’ Russian infor- cent victims threatened by malevolent outside
mants, for instance, frequently began litanies with a forces. In Gyuri’s and Olga’s stories children and
complaint about daily hardships like shopping for the environment are connected by their innocence,
food and clothing, then scoped outwards to the geo- their lack of awareness of invisible, radioactive per-
political uncertainties presented by perestroika. ils. At Chernobyl Day 1996 the phantom environ-

Litanies perform a variety of social functions. mentalist pushing the baby carriage mobilized the
Ries maintains that for Russians, litanies create a so- symbol of the child as endangered innocent. This
cial bond, ‘‘the fantasized bond of connection to and theme of threatened innocence is also extended to
belonging in some kind of moral community—a adults in Chernobyl stories. In the Chernobyl Day
community of shared suffering’’ (1997: 87). By re- street theatre performances, for example, ‘‘innocent
ferring to common experiences of affliction, litanies bystanders’’ are harmed by radiation.
identify the speaker with social categories, including Chernobyl stories resemble litanies in that they
profession, class, gender, age, and life experience. identify knowledge and ignorance as a power rela-
Most importantly, litanies posture the speaker as an tionship. For Gyuri, ignorance about the catastrophe
innocent victim of powerful individuals or social meant not knowing enough to protect his children
forces. Ries states, ‘‘ . . . litanies are a genre that from exposure to contaminated foods and play areas.
asserts the innocence of the relatively powerless Klára’s experience working in a scientific lab during
(which is, paradoxically, a form of moral power the Chernobyl crisis alerted her to the politics of
. . . )’’ (p. 89). state secrecy, as she saw discrepancies between her

Although litanies call attention to injustices and research findings and the advice given by public au-
hardships and reify social identities as sharers of thorities. Moreover, the power dynamics of knowl-
suffering, they do not necessarily rally forces for so- edge and ignorance were not left behind after the
cial change. Possible solutions for problems, if they change of political systems in 1989. Hungarians fre-
are offered at all, tend strongly toward the magical quently discussed their fear that Western Europeans
and rarely toward the practical. Commenting on perceived Eastern Europeans as ‘‘stupid Easterners’’
Russians’ performance of litanies, Ries states: (buta keletiek), made backwards from the experience

of state socialism, a point I have discussed at length
By constantly affirming the profound powerlessness of the elsewhere (Harper 1999a, 1999b, n.d.). Another per-self and of the associated collectivity, litanies reinforce a

formance at Chernobyl Day portrayed a cynical nu-sense of hopelessness and futility and undermine attempts
to imagine or invent even small-scale solutions to local clear industry selling outmoded nuclear technologies
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CHERNOBYL STORIES 119

to ‘‘dumb Easterners’’—East-Central European izens to participate in decision-making about envi-
ronmental and technological risks.countries seeking foreign investment and develop-

ment. In this case environmentalists seek to protect
citizens from their own innocence—their lack of Science, Cold War Ideologies, and the Politicization
knowledge about technology, the practice of citizen- of Knowing
ship, and the ways of the market (see Harper
1999b).

In 1986 discourses on Chernobyl were intertwinedWhile Hungarian activists’ Chernobyl stories
with Cold War discourses on science and the state.

share similarities with litanies, they depart from the
From the space race to the arms race, science and

genre when the speaker locates a possible solution
technology played a prominent symbolic role in the

to technological and environmental problems in pub-
geo-political conflict between the United States and

lic participation. Chernobyl stories are invoked as a
the Soviet Union. Official state discourses and insti-

call to action or as a station on an individual’s jour-
tutional practices reflected the ideological impor-

ney to the activist life. For example, the last time I tance of science and technology to notions of civili-
interviewed Klára, she was preparing a week of ra- zation and progress on both sides. For example, in
dio programming for the Chernobyl anniversary. the early 1960s the Soviet space program sent
When I arrived, she herself was doing an inter- Valentina Tereskova, a model woman factory
view—documenting the story of a Hungarian wo- worker, into space. In doing so, they showed that
man whose husband had worked on the clean-up the Soviet space program was so far ahead that they
crew at Chernobyl. A few years afterwards he died could even send an ordinary woman into orbit, dem-
of cancer, and their child later died of leukemia. onstrating that Soviet science was as committed to
Klára patted the woman’s hand to comfort her as egalitarian principles as it was technologically ad-
she told her story into a tape recorder in the office vanced. The Hungarian ‘‘riot girl’’ punk band that
at the radio station. The woman called for other played on Chernobyl Day somewhat ironically took
Hungarians whose lives were affected by the catas- its name from Tereskova, the first woman in space.
trophe to join together, to share their stories, and to If Tereskova was the zenith of the Soviet technol-
oppose technologies that could bring about future di- ogy, Chernobyl, some twenty-five years later, was
sasters. She and Klára were creating a public forum its nadir.
out of what might have been a private litany con- Sociologist Zsuzsa Gille delineates three domi-
fided over the kitchen table (Ries 1997). nant frameworks for analyzing the relationship be-

While litanies often stress speakers’ powerless- tween state socialism, capitalism, and environmental
ness against bureaucrats and the state, and larger degradation. The ‘‘party-liner’’ view, advocated by
malevolent forces, activists’ Chernobyl stories ex- Party officials during the socialist era, viewed envi-
pose the limitations of the state and its bureaucra- ronmental problems as a problem of private greed
cies. In the following sections I explore two key and short-sightedness to be corrected by state own-
features of the Chernobyl stories told by Hungarian ership and central planning. In contrast, the ‘‘pro-
environmentalists. Under state socialism the legiti- market’’ view, held by many Western observers,
macy of the state was linked to the twin claims of traced environmental degradation of the environment
its technical expertise and its ability to provide for in socialist societies to the failings of the labor the-
citizens, and the disaster threw both claims into ory of value to account for nature. A third view, one
scrutiny. First, the Chernobyl explosion drew into held by many environmentalists East and West,
question the authority of scientific expertise and finds fault in both socialist and capitalist systems.
state bureaucracies and led to what I term the This critique lays the blame for environmental de-
‘‘politicization of knowing.’’ Second, living with the struction on modernity, with its faith in technology
uncertainties of environmental risks simultaneously and its insistence upon constant economic and in-
exposed the limits of the state’s ability to protect its dustrial expansion (Gille 1998).
citizens and of citizens to protect their homes and In the Cold War atmosphere of 1986 journalis-
families. This dilemma provoked some Hungarians tic reports tended to take either the pro-market or
to seek solutions in civic activism, a process I call ‘‘party-liner’’ perspective. News commentators in
the ‘‘politicization of caring. Environmentalists’ Western Europe and the United States, for example,
Chernobyl stories of 1986 and 1996 highlight both frequently referred to Chernobyl as the ‘‘communist
the limits of scientific expertise and the need for cit- reactor,’’ associating the disaster with the Soviet nu-
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clear arsenal rather than playing up resemblances making claims about environmental degradation,
between Chernobyl and the ‘‘capitalist reactor’’ at saying:
Three-Mile Island. The Chernobyl catastrophe came

Science has disappointed me many times—especially apro-to stand in for all the failings of the state socialist
pos of Chernobyl. All the same, I still believe that whensystem. Hungarian journalistic accounts, by contrast,
environmentalists assemble their arguments, they shoulddownplayed the effects of the explosion. Neverthe- try to base them scientifically, in terms of measurements

less, many citizens found themselves questioning the and calculation.
state’s reassurances when confronted with everyday
life after Chernobyl. The personal memories of Olga Klára’s personal experience as a worker in the radi-
and Gyuri attest to the profound doubts about offi- obiology laboratory laid bare the political processes
cial scientific claims sparked by the Chernobyl within scientific bureaucracies and galvanized her
disaster. commitment to grassroots environmental activism. In

In 1996 the third view, which faults both so- a sense, the moral of Klára’s story is that she had to
cialist and capitalist systems for their disregard for act as a citizen so that her interpretation as a scien-
the environment, gained widespread acceptance tist could be heard. Klara’s transformation to activ-
among environmentalists East and West. According ism does not result in a rejection of science, but
to this perspective, the Chernobyl explosion was rather, in the politicization of knowing.
caused by technological hubris rather than by social- In 1996 Hungarian activists passed out post-
ism per se. Consequently, the transformation from cards with radioactive symbol stickers in commemo-
state socialism to a market economy has not de- ration of Chernobyl Day. The postcards read ‘‘In
creased nuclear peril. Hungarian environmentalists memory of Chernobyl,’’ and then give instructions
expressed their fears along these lines in the second on how to use the stickers: ‘‘Stick these on ten-
street performance, in which post-socialist countries forint coins!’’ By sticking the symbols onto coins,
are preyed upon by a crafty nuclear industry busi- people could exchange a reminder of the accident’s
nessman from the West. In this Chernobyl Day per- tenth anniversary when purchasing a newspaper or a
formance activists remind the audience that the shift coffee. In practice, people stuck the stickers on their
to a market economy does not guarantee a reduction clothes, backpacks, and subway turnstiles. Taking a
in environmental and technological problems. In closer look at the stickers, one can read the names
fact, the vulnerable economic position of post- of multiple nuclear catastrophes around the border:
socialist countries may translate into the environ- ‘‘Chernobyl 1986, Three-Mile Island 1979, Hiro-
mental marginalization of Europe’s East, unless shima 1945.’’ Chernobyl exists within a worldwide
checked by an active and informed citizenry. nuclear landscape, which activists can only traverse

Klára’s story about her work at the radiobi- and transform through the politicization of knowing
ology lab poses dilemmas of citizenship, profes- about risks. By invoking this series of tragedies, ac-
sional responsibility, and scientific expertise during tivists reinscribe Cold War discourses on technologi-
the Cold War. When I asked her how she became an cal progress and replace them with global environ-
environmentalist. Klára began: mental concerns about technological risks.

The first event that turned me towards environmentalism
Paternalism, Parenthood, and the Politicization ofwas the Chernobyl accident in 1986. At that time the insti-

tute was doing environmental measurements—on air, Caring
water, milk quality, et cetera. I wasn’t very aware at the
time, but I filed it away in my head, that human accounta-

Chernobyl stories expose transformations in thebility cannot weather this type of catastrophe.

state’s twin claims of technical expertise and its re-
Klára’s scientific measurements of fallout in the sponsibility for providing for its citizens. Under
very substances of daily life—the air she breathed, state socialism the state sought to supplant many
the water she drank, and the food she ate—provoked functions previously assigned to the family, for ex-
a shift in her professional and political life. Even as ample, health care, housing, and childcare. In social-
a scientific expert with access to technology and in- ist East-Central Europe official state discourses
formation, she was unable to challenge public poli- tended to portray society as an extended family,
cies around Chernobyl because of institutional opac- casting the Party as a parental figure and citizens as
ity and bureaucratic closure. Nevertheless, Klára children (Verdery 1996). Hungarians jokingly refer
insisted on the centrality of scientific research in to the government as ‘‘Állam Bácsi,’’ which literally
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translated is ‘‘Uncle State.’’ This personification re- learn about issues and organize. Because science
was so closely identified with technocratic state so-flects the different faces of the state under socialism.
cialism, the Chernobyl crisis caused citizens to be-On the one hand, it represents the state as ‘‘Big
gin questioning the parental and technocratic author-Brother,’’ as during the 1950s Stalinist era. On the
ity of the state. Confronted with a disaster that aother hand, ‘‘Állam Bácsi’’ also conjures up the im-
paternalistic state and its scientific bureaucraciesage of the state as an indulgent uncle during the
could not contain, they became conscious of previ-fridzsider szocializmus (‘‘Frigidaire socialism’’) of
ously bracketed responsibilities. The scale ofthe 1960s and 70s. Although the ‘‘Állam Bácsi’’
Chernobyl somehow caused them to see environ-metaphor personifies the state as masculine, the wel-
mentalism as a parental or professional responsibil-fare-providing aspects of the state also had maternal
ity—as a public vocation, rather than a private litanyassociations (Haney 1999).
of worries.By the mid-1980s the Hungarian state’s author-

ity was not only based on the threat of Soviet vio-
lence, but also on its ability to provide for citizens Conclusion: Environmental Movements, Technologi-
and its claim to scientific and technological exper- cal Risks, and Anthropological Shock
tise. Although Hungarians could not expect any sort
of direct participation in governing, they had come Anthropologists and sociologists studying social
to expect that state bureaucracies were managed by movements have noted that one of the central prac-
experts. Chernobyl marked a crisis when the state tices of activism is the mobilization and translation
failed to protect its citizens. Olga’s and Gyuri’s sto- of symbols and discourses (Kubik 1994; Melucci
ries highlight the dilemma of being a responsible 1992; Gal 1997). For Hungarian environmentalists,
parent when trust in the state’s welfare bureaucracies Chernobyl expanded the horizon of environmental-
and scientific expertise falters and the personal ism by showing the home, workplace, and streets as
havens of the home and the body are shown to be sites of vulnerability to environmental risks. Writing
vulnerable to outside threats. Recounting how the on public responses to the Chernobyl explosion in
Chernobyl explosion permeated everyday practices Western Europe, German sociologist Ulrich Beck
like eating salad, Gyuri weaves a tale of the visceral characterizes the disaster as a moment of ‘‘anthropo-
incorporation of environmental concern. Other envi- logical shock’’ which definitively changed the way
ronmental and anti-nuclear movements worldwide people think about technology, certainty, and the en-
have mobilized activists through their identity as vironment (1995). Faced with the threat of radioac-
mothers caring for children (Bellows 1996; Brú- tive contamination that cannot be tasted, seen
Bistuer 1996; Garcı́a-Gorena 1999; Glazer and smelled, or otherwise sensed, Western Europeans ex-
Glazer 1998). Similarly, Gyuri, Olga, and other perienced the disaster as a ‘‘collapse of everyday
Hungarian activists related Chernobyl back to repro- life.’’ The term ‘‘anthropological shock’’ refers to
duction and the family, their role as parents reso- the incommensurability of scientific knowledge
nating with notions of ecological stewardship and about environmental risks and the everyday exper-
the precautionary principle. Their activism, rooted in iences of people living with these risks. Elsewhere,
lived experiences of uncertainty and the inability to Beck (1988) analyzes the effects of environmental
protect their families from the threat of nuclear fall- and technological risks on the organization of soci-
out, may be characterized as a politicization of ety as a whole.
caring. In the case of Chernobyl, citizens had to act

As one may observe from the biographies of upon the precautionary recommendations (often con-
Klára, Gyuri, and Olga, many Hungarian environ- tradictory) put forth by scientists at a moment when
mentalists described the cultural fallout of the the fallibility of technological and scientific exper-
Chernobyl explosion in their daily lives as a catalyst tise was dramatically exposed (Wynne 1989). Beck
in their personal environmental awakenings. At claims that the anthropological shock generated by
work, Klára found herself in the middle of a scien- the Chernobyl catastrophe has a profound impact on
tific controversy that exposed the politics of scien- notions of citizenship and personal responsibility

precisely because ‘‘[o]ur notions of individuality, oftific bureaucracies under state socialism. At home,
self-determination, of one’s own life, are foundedthe everyday life problems of caring for children in
upon personal access to reality’’ (1995: 66).the invisibly poisoned environment caused by the

explosion provoked people like Olga and Gyuri to In Hungarian activists’ stories about Chernobyl
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personal experiences as parents and professionals exercising these political freedoms in the 1990s. In
provide a critical meeting point for familial, medi- their street theatre performances young Hungarian
cal, and environmental forms of knowledge. The environmentalists bring the global ‘‘Chernobyl
problems of children’s health and increasingly per- story’’ of the limits of expertise into conversation
meable environments suggest an environmental with their own concerns about the creation of new
politics that blurs ‘‘public’’ and ‘‘private’’ bounda- markets for nuclear technologies in the post-socialist
ries. Personal memories of the 1986 disaster reflect periphery. Chernobyl Day 1996 portrays a public
how Chernobyl presented everyday life dilemmas at turning point in environmental thinking as well, a
home and at work. Parents, for example, deliberated moment for environmentalists to simultaneously cre-
over what foods they could safely feed to their chil- ate and demonstrate their model of citizenship in
dren, given the possibility of exposure to radioactive one of the main squares of Budapest.
fallout. For professionals, the explosion posed the Observing the anniversary demonstrated that
problem of how to behave in a state bureaucracy in Hungary’s activists belonged to an international
crisis. Faced with these dilemmas, parents and pro- imagined community of environmentalists in which
fessionals began to see themselves as citizens and Chernobyl has become a key symbol. The Budapest
environmentalists. These activists drew new political Chernobyl Day was part of a transnational environ-
awareness from the crisis in everyday practices of mental event spanning Europe, the ‘‘No More
eating, working, and caring for children in the Chernobyls’’ campaign. Similar commemorations
weeks following the Chernobyl explosion. Through were being held simultaneously across the continent.
the politicization of knowledge and the politicization By participating in Chernobyl Day, Hungarian activ-
of caring, they attempt to reconcile this lost ‘‘per- ists included themselves in a demonstration of trans-
sonal access to reality’’ with the reinvigoration of national citizenship and environmentalist solidarity.
civic activism. The participation of both Western and Eastern

Unlike the older environmentalists who related Europeans in Chernobyl Day 1996 demonstrated that
the 1986 catastrophe to their awakening, many of the environmentalist call for greater public access to
the young activists planning the Chernobyl com- decision-making was among the most significant
memoration of 1996 could scarcely remember the cultural effects of the explosion, ten years later.
event being commemorated. One might ask, ‘‘Why Environmental discourses, symbols, and identi-
memorialize the tenth anniversary of the explosion ties do not appear out of nowhere. They are the
at all?’’ Chernobyl Day did not focus on specific, product of translations between daily practices and
local environmental struggles; rather, it was an event local and global political cultures, or as Arturo Es-
expressing environmentalism as a human right. Ac- cobar phrases it, ‘‘the micro-level of everyday prac-
tivists put forth ‘‘the really rather obvious demand tices and their imbrication with larger processes of
of non-poisoning,’’ as Beck phrases it (1995: 65). development, patriarchy, capital, and the State’’
Back in 1986, however, Hungarians did not hit the (1992: 420). In Chernobyl stories, Hungarian envi-
streets to make this really rather obvious demand. ronmentalists present the environment as the vulner-
At a Chernobyl Day planning session one environ- able world of everyday life, expanding the definition
mentalist pointed out that the 1996 commemoration of the environment to include the home and the
in Budapest was a chance to redeem that lost mo- workplace. The ominous, pram-pushing figure at the
ment. The young Hungarians who participated felt Chernobyl Day demonstration mobilized the symbol
that it would be improper for the anniversary of the of the baby carriage, carrying parents’ private wor-
catastrophe to pass unmarked. Most of the activists ries of children’s exposure to radiation out into the
participating in the day’s events were in kindergar- street. Through the politicization of knowing and the
ten or grammar school at the time of the explosion. politicization of caring, Hungarian activists drive en-
They have come of age during the transition from vironmental risks out of the official province of sci-
state socialism. If Hungarians had limited freedoms entific bureaucracies or the narrow confines of the
of information and association under state socialism, home, and into the public sphere of citizens’ actions
participating in the Chernobyl Day events estab- and grassroots participation.
lished that at least some citizens were interested in
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NOTES
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